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Abstract. In this paper, we study the problem of projected outlier detection in high di-
mensional data streams and propose a new technique, calledStreamProjectedOuliter
deTector (SPOT), to identify outliers embedded in subspaces. Sparse Subspace Tem-
plate (SST), a set of subspaces obtained by unsupervised and/or supervised learn-
ing processes, is constructed in SPOT to detect projected outliers effectively. Multi-
Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) is employed as an effective search method for
finding outlying subspaces from training data to construct SST. SST is able to carry out
online self-evolution in the detection stage to cope with dynamics of data streams. The
experimental results demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of SPOT in detecting
outliers in high-dimensional data streams.

1 Introduction

Outlier detection is an important research problem in data mining that aims to find objects
that are considerably dissimilar, exceptional and inconsistent with respect to the majority
data in an input database [10]. In recent years, we have witnessed a tremendous research
interest sparked by the explosion of data collected and transferred in the format of streams.
Outlier detection in data streams can be useful in many fieldssuch as analysis and monitoring
of network traffic data, web log, sensor networks and financial transactions, etc.

A key observation that motivates our work is that outliers existing in high-dimensional
data streams are embedded in some lower-dimensional subspaces. Here, a subspace refers to
as the data space consisting of a subset of attributes. Theseoutliers are termedprojected out-
liers in the high-dimensional space. The existence of projected outliers is due to the fact that,
as the dimensionality of data goes up, data tend to become equally distant from each other
[1]. As a result, the difference of data points’ outlier-ness will become increasingly weak
and thus undistinguishable. Only in moderate or low dimensional subspaces can significant
outlier-ness of data be observed.

The problem of detecting projected outliers from high-dimensional data streams can
be formulated as follows: given aϕ-dimensional data streamD, for each data pointpi =
{pi1, pi2, . . . , piϕ} in D, the projected outlier detection method performs a mappingas
f : pi → (b, Si, Scorei). b is a Boolean variable indicating whether or notpi is a pro-
jected outlier.pi is a project outlier (i.e., b = true) if there is one or more subspaces where
pi is an outlier. These subspaces are called the outlying subspaces ofpi. In this case,Si is
the set of outlying subspaces ofpi andScorei is the corresponding outlier-ness score ofpi

in each subspace ofSi. The users have the discretion to pick up the topk projected outliers
that have the highest outlier-ness. In contrast, the traditional definition of outliers does not
explicitly present outlying subspaces of outliers in the final result as outliers are detected in
the full or a pre-specified data space that is known to users before outliers are detected.

Detecting projected outliers in high-dimensional data streams is a nontrivial research
problem. There are two major challenges for us to tackle thisproblem. First, finding the
right outlying subspaces for projected outliers is crucialto detection performance of the al-
gorithm. However, the number of possible subspaces increases dramatically when the data



dimensionality goes up. Thus, finding the outlying subspaces of the data through an ex-
haustive search is infeasible for high-dimensional data streams. Second, data stream outlier
detection algorithms are restricted to one pass over the data stream and thus need to process
data in an incremental, online and real-time paradigm.

In this paper, we present a new technique, called Stream Projected Outlier deTector
(SPOT), to approach the problem of outlier detection in high-dimensional data streams. The
major technical contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

– First, this paper formally formulates the problem of projected outlier detection for high-
dimensional data streams. To the best of our knowledge, there has been little research
work in literature that targets this research problem;

– Second, SPOT constructs the novel Sparse Subspace Template(SST) to detect projected
outliers. SST consists of a number of mutually supplementedsubspace groups that con-
tribute collectively to an effective detection of projected outliers. SPOT is able to per-
form supervised and/or unsupervised learning to constructSST, providing a maximum
level of flexibility to users. The strategy of self-evolution of SST has also been incorpo-
rated into SPOT to greatly enhance its adaptability to dynamics of data streams;

– Third, unlike most other outlier detection methods that measure outlier-ness of data
points based on a single criterion, SPOT adopts a more flexible framework allowing
for the use of multiple measures for outlier detection. Employing multiple measures
is generally more effective than a single measure. SPOT utilizes the Multi-Objective
Genetic algorithm (MOGA) as an effective search method to find subspaces that are
able to optimize these criteria for constructing SST;

– We show that SPOT is efficient and outperforms the existing methods in terms of effec-
tiveness through experiments on both synthetic and real-life data sets.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The basic concepts and definitions used in
SPOT will be presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we dwell on algorithms of SPOT, with an
emphasis on the learning and detection stages of SPOT. Experimental results of SPOT are
reported in Section 4. The final section concludes this paper.

2 Concepts and Definitions

2.1 Data Space Partitioning

To facilitate the quantification of data synopsis for outlier detection, a hypercube is super-
imposed and equi-width partition of domain space is performed. Each attribute of the data
is partitioned into a few number of non-overlapping equal-length intervals. The cells in hy-
percube can be classified into two categories,i.e., the base and projected cells. Abase cell
is a cell in the full data space (with the finest granularity inhypercube). The dimensionality
(i.e., number of attributes) of a base cell is equal toϕ, whereϕ is the dimension of the data
stream. Aprojected cellis a cell that exists in a particular subspace. The dimensionality of
a projected cell is smaller thanϕ. For example, if each dimension of a 3-dimensional data
space is divided into 3 intervals, then there are 27 base cells, but only 9 projected cells in all
2-dimensional subspaces and 3 projected cells in all 1-dimensional subspaces.

Using the equi-width partition method is advantageous because it is not influenced by the
distribution of data and it is unnecessary to update the space partition in the whole data pro-
cessing process. In contrast, the equi-depth and V-optimalpartition methods are not suitable
in processing data streams because they need to update the partition frequently when data
continuously arrive to ensure their partition criteria aremet and, in the worst, such update is
rather difficult due to a lack of sufficient data summaries required in the space re-partition.

2.2 Data Synopsis

Based on the hypercube structure, we employ two data synopsis, calledBase Cell Summary
(BCS) andProjected Cell Summary(PCS), to capture the major underlying characteristics
of the data stream for detecting projected outliers. They are defined as follows.



Definition 1. Base Cell Summary (BCS): The Base Cell Summary of a base cellc in the

hypercube is a triplet defined asBCS(c) = {Dc,
→

LSc,
→

SSc), whereDc,
→

LSc and
→

SSc denote
the number of points inc, the sum and squared sum of data values in each dimension of points

in c, respectively,i.e.,
→

LSc=
∑ →

p i and
→

SSc=
∑ →

p
2

i , for pi located inc, 1 ≤ i ≤ ϕ.
BCS features two desirable properties,i.e., additivity and incremental maintainability

[22], that can be used to compute data synopsis for projectedcells in subspaces.

Definition 2. Projected Cell Summary (PCS): The Projected Cell Summary of a cellc in
a subspaces is a triplet defined asPCS(c, s) = (RD, IRSD, IkRD), whereRD, IRSD
and IkRD are the Relative Density, Inverse Relative Standard Deviation and Inverse k-
Relative Distance of data points inc of s, respectively.

RD, IRSD andIkRD are three effective measures to represent the overall data sparsity
of each projected cell from different perspectives. They are used together in SPOT to achieve
a good measurement of data outlier-ness. They are all definedas ratio-type measures in order
to achieve statistical significance in measurement. The outlier-ness thresholds defined based
on ratio-type measures are also intuitive and easy to specify.

Definition 3. Relative Density (RD):Relative Density of a cellc in subspaces measures the
relative density ofc w.r.t the expected level of density of non-empty cells ins. If the density
of c is significantly lower than the average level of cell densityin the same subspace, then
the data inc can be labeled as outliers. RD is calculated asRD(c, s) = Dc

E(Ds) , whereDc

andE(Ds) represent the density (i.e., number of points) inc and the expected density of all
the cells ins. SinceE(Ds) = N

δ|s| , whereN corresponds to the effective stream length (the

decayed total number of data points at a certain time), thus,RD(c, s) = Dc·δ
|s|

N
, p ∈ c.

Definition 4. Inverse Relative Standard Deviation (IRSD):Inverse Relative Standard De-
viation of a cellc in subspaces is defined as inverse of the ratio of standard deviation ofc
in s against the expected level of standard deviation of non-empty cells ins. Under a fixed
density, if the data in a cell features a remarkably high standard deviation, then the data are
distributed more sparsely in the cell and the overall outlier-ness of data in this cell is high.

IRSD(c, s) is computed asIRSD(c, s) =
[

σc

E(σs)

]−1

, whereσc denotes the standard devi-

ation ofc andE(σs) denotes the expected standard deviation of cells in subspaces. Sinceσc

is larger than 0 but does not exceed the length of the longest diagonal of the cell in subspace
s, which is

√

|s|l, where|s| is the dimensionality ofs andl is the side length of each interval,

thusE(σs) can be estimated asE(σs) =
0+

√
|s|l

2 =

√
|s|l

2 .

Definition 5. Inverse k-Relative Distance (IkRD): Inversek-Relative Distance for a cell
c in a subspaces is the inverse of ratio of the distance between the centroid of c and its
nearest representative points ins against the average level of such distance ins for all the
non-empty cells. A high IkRD value ofc indicates thatc is noticeably far from the dense
regions of the data ins, thus the outlier-ness of data inc is high. The IkRD is defined as

IkRD(c, s, k) =
[

k dist(c,s)
average k dist(ci,s)

]−1

, k dist(c, s) is the sum of distances between the

centroid ofc and itsk nearest representative points ins andaverage k dist(ci, s) is the
average level ofk dist(ci, s) for all the non-empty cells ins.

Decaying Function.In response to the possible concept drift of data streams, weuseex-
ponential decaying functionin calculating data synopsis at different time. Suppose that the
latest snapshot of data synopsisM of a cellc (c can either be a base cell or a projected cell)
is created at timeT , then we can updateM of c when a new datap arrives atc at the timeT ′

(T ′ ≥ T ) as follows:M(c)T ′

= df(T ′ − T, t)M(c)T + M(p), wheredf() is the decayed

function that is defined asdf(T ′ − T, t) = e−
α(T ′−T )

t , α is the decaying coefficient that
is used to adjust the speed of weighted decay, andt is the basic time unit used for scaling
elapsed time.



3 Stream Projected Outlier Detector (SPOT)

3.1 An Overview of SPOT

An overview of SPOT is presented in Figure 1. SPOT can be broadly divided into two stages:
the learning stage and the detection stage. SPOT can furthersupport two types of learning,
namely offline learning and online learning. In the offline learning, Sparse Subspace Tem-
plate (SST) is constructed using either the unlabeled training data (e.g., some available his-
toric data) and/or the labeled outlier examples provided bydomain experts. SST is a set of
subspaces that features a higher data sparsity/outlier-ness than others. It casts light on where
projected outliers are likely to be found in the high-dimensional space. SST consists of three
groups of subspaces,i.e., Fixed SST Subspaces (FS), Unsupervised SST Subspaces (US)
and Supervised SST Subspaces (SS), whereFS is a compulsory component of SST while
US andSS are optional components. SST is mainly constructed in an unsupervised manner
where no labeled examples are required. However, it is possible to use the labeled outlier
exemplars to further improve SST. As such, SPOT is very flexible and is able to cater for
different practical applications that may or may not have available labeled exemplars. Mul-
tiobjective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) is used for outlying subspace search in constructing
US andSS.

When SST is constructed, SPOT can start to screen projected outliers from constantly
arriving data in the detection stage. The arriving data willbe first used to update the data
summaries (i.e., PCSs) of the cell it belongs to in each subspace of SST. This data will then
be labeled as a projected outlier if PCS values of the cell where it belongs to are lower than
some pre-specified thresholds. The detected outliers are archived in the so-called Outlier
Repository. Finally, all or only a specified number of the topoutliers in Outlier Repository
will be returned to users when the detection stage is finished.

During the detection stage, SPOT can perform online learning periodically. The online
learning involves updating SST with new sparse subspaces that SPOT finds based on the cur-
rent data characteristics and the newly detected outliers.Online learning improves SPOT’s
adaptability to dynamic of data streams.

Fig. 1. An overview of SPOT

3.2 Learning Stage of SPOT

Since the number of subspaces grows exponentially with regard to data dimensionality, eval-
uating each streaming data in each possible subspace becomes prohibitively expensive. As
such, we only evaluate each point in SST alternatively, in aneffort to render this problem
tractable. The central task of the offline learning stage is to construct SST.



Construction of SST.It is desired that SST can contain one or more outlying subspaces for
as many projected outliers in the streams as possible. To do this, SST is designed to contain a
few groups of subspaces that are generated by different underlying rationales. Different sub-
space groups supplement each other towards capturing the right subspaces where projected
outliers are hidden. This helps enable SPOT to detect projected outliers more effectively.
Specifically, SST contains the following three subspace groups,Fixed SST Subspaces (FS),
Unsupervised SST Subspaces (US) andSupervised SST Subspaces (SS), respectively.

• Fixed SST Subspaces (FS)
Fixed SST Subspaces (FS) contains all the subspaces in the full lattice whose maximum

dimension isMaxDimension, whereMaxDimension is a user-specified parameter. In
other words,FS contains all the subspaces with dimensions of 1, 2,· · · , MaxDimension.
FS satisfies that∀s, we have|s| ≤ MaxDimension if and only if s ∈ FS. Construction
of FS does not require any learning process.

• Unsupervised SST Subspaces (US)
Unsupervised SST Subspaces (US) are constructed through an unsupervised offline learn-

ing process. We assume that a set of historical data is available for this unsupervised learning.
All the training data are scanned and assigned into one (and only one) cell in the hypercube.
The BCS of each occupied cell inH are maintained during this data assignment process.
Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) is then applied on the whole training data to
find the subspaces that feature a higher number of outliers. These subspaces will be added to
US.

Once we have obtained the initialUS, we can further procure more useful subspaces for
US. We can find the outlying subspaces of the top training data that have the highest overall
outlying degree. The selected training data are more likelyto be considered as outliers and
they can be potentially used to detect more similar outliersin the stream. The overall outlying
degree of the training data is computed in an unsupervised manner by employing clustering
analysis.

As the distance between two data points may vary significantly in different subspaces,
we therefore expect the distance metric used in the clustering to be able to well reflect the
overall distance of data points in difference subspaces, especially those where outliers are
likely to be detected. To achieve this, we employ a novel distance metric, calledOutlying
Distance(OD), for clustering training data. It is defined as the average distance between
two points in top sparse subspaces of the whole training dataobtained by MOGA,i.e.,
OD(p1, p2) =

∑

m

i=1 dist(p1,p2,si)

m
, wherem is the number of top sparse subspaces returned

by MOGA andsi is theith subspaces in this set.
We utilize lead clustering method, also called the fixed-width clustering, to cluster the

whole training data into a few clusters. Lead clustering method is a highly efficient clustering
method that adopts an incremental paradigm to cluster data.For each datap in the data set
that has yet been clustered, it will be assigned to the cluster c′ such thatOD(p, c′) < dc

and∀ci 6= c′, OD(p, c′) ≤ OD(p, ci). The centriod ofc′ will be updated upon the cluster
assignment ofp. If ∀ci, we haveOD(p, ci) ≥ dc, then a new cluster is initiated andp
becomes the centroid of this new cluster. These steps will berepeated until all the data in the
data set have been clustered.

Due to its incremental nature, lead clustering method features a promising linear scala-
bility with regard to number and dimensions of training data. However, its result is sensitive
to the order in which the training data are clustered. To solve this problem, we perform
lead clustering in multiple runs under different data orders. Even though an outlier may be
assigned into different clusters in different runs, the chance that it is assigned to a small clus-
ter is relatively high. Hence, the outlying degree of a training data can be measured by the
average size of clusters it belongs to in different runs.

• Supervised SST Subspaces (SS)
In some applications, a small number of outlier exemplars may be provided by domain

experts or are available from some earlier detection process. These outlier exemplars can
be considered as carriers of domain knowledge that are potentially useful to improve SST
for better a detection effectiveness. MOGA is applied on each of these outlier exemplars to



Algorithm: SPOT UnsupervisedLearning (DT , dc, Nruns)

Input: Training dataDT , clustering distance thresholddc, number of clustering runsNruns;
Output: Unsupervised SST subspaces;
1. US ← ∅;
2. MOGA (DT );
3. US ← US∪ top sparse subspaces ofDT ;
4. FORi=1 toNruns DO
5. Cluster(DT , US, dc);
6. ComputeOF(DT );
7. FOR each top training datap DO {
8. MOGA (p);
9. US ← US∪ top sparse subspaces ofp; }
10.SST ← US;
11.Return(SST );

Fig. 2. Unsupervised learning algorithm of SPOT

find their top sparse subspaces. There subspaces are called Supervised SST Subspaces (SS).
Based onSS, example-based outlier detection [23] can be performed that effectively detects
more outliers that are similar to these outlier examples.

Remarks: FS, US andSS differ in their respective role they play in projected outlier de-
tection.FS is deterministic and it tries to establish an effectivenessbottomlinefor pro-
jected outlier detection without performing any learning process. Definitely,FS is able to
detect the projected outliers as long as one of their respective outlying subspaces falls into
the MaxDimension-dimensional space lattice. Due to an exponential growth insize of
this space lattice,MaxDimension is normally set quite small, say 3 or 4. As such, the
detecting capability ofFS is limited. It cannot detect those projected outliers if thedi-
mensionality of all their outlying subspaces exceedMaxDimension. In contrast,US and
SS are randomized by nature and do not subject to the dimensionality constraint.US and
SS can help detect more subsequent outliers that share similarcharacteristics of the top
outlying training data or the outlier exemplars provided byhuman users. They can sup-
plementFS to detect projected outliers whose outlying subspace are not located in the
MaxDimension−dimensional space lattice.

Computing PCS of a Projected Cell.In MOGA, PCS of projected cells need to be com-
puted. The central components required for quantifying RD,IRSD, IkRD of PCS for a pro-
jected cellc are the density (Dc), mean (µc) and standard deviation (σc) of data points inc
and the representative points in the subspace wherec exists. Fortunately, as shown in [22],
Dc, µc andσc can be efficiently obtained using the information maintained in BCS. Thus,
we only show how representative points can be obtained for computing IkRD here. The rep-
resentative points of a subspaces are the centroids of a selected set of non-empty cells ins.
This selected set of cells are termedcoverage cells. A rule-of-thumb in selecting coverage
cells in a subspaces is to select a specified number of the most populated cells ins such that
they cover a majority of data ins, such as 90%. It is noted that the initial representative data
for different subspaces are obtained offline before outlierdetection is conducted, thus it is
not subject to the one-pass scan and time-criticality requirements of data stream applications.

Learning Algorithms. Figure 2 presents the unsupervised learning algorithm of SPOT.
Steps 4-5 perform lead clustering of the training dataDT . The distance metric used in the
clustering, Outlying Distance (OD), is based on the top sparse subspaces of the whole train-
ing data obtained by MOGA in Step 2 and 3. Step 6 quantifies the Outlying Factor of each
training data. Step 7-9 try to find the sparse subspaces for top training data that have highest
Outlying Factor. MOGA is applied on each of top training datato find their respective top
sparse subspaces.US is added to SST and returned to users in Step 10-11. The algorithm for
the supervised learning, which is simpler than that of the unsupervised learning, is presented
in Figure 3. Step 2-4 find the sparse subspaces for each outlier exemplar using MOGA.SS
is added to SST and returned to users in Step 5-6.



Algorithm: SPOT SupervisedLearning (OE)

Input: Set of outlier examplarsOE;
Output: Supervised SST subspaces;
1. SS ← ∅;
2. FOR each outlier examplaro in OE DO {
3. MOGA (o);
4. SS ← SS∪ top sparse subspaces ofo; }
5. SST ← SS;
6. Return(SST );

Fig. 3.Supervised learning algorithm of SPOT

3.3 Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA)

In the offline learning stage, we employ Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) to
search for subspaces whose RD, IRSD and IkRD objectives can be minimized in construc-
tion of SST. MOGA conducts search of good subspaces through anumber of generations
each of which has a population containing a specific number ofindividuals (i.e., subspaces).
The subspaces in the first generation are typically generated randomly, while the subspaces in
the subsequent generations are generated by applying search operators such as crossover and
mutation on those subspaces in their preceding generation.In a multi-objective minimiza-
tion problem, subspaces in the population of each generation can be positioned on different
trade-off surfaces in the objective function space. The subspaces located on a surface closer
to the origin is better than the one far from the origin. The superiority (or inferiority) of
the subspaces on the same surface are not distinguishable. The surface where the optimal
subspaces are located is calledPareto Front. Figure 4 shows an example of two surfaces
when there are only two objective functions. The goal of MOGAis to gradually produce
an increasing number of optimal subspaces, located in the Pareto Front, from non-optimal
subspaces as evolution proceeds. MOGA provides a good general framework for dealing
with multi-objective search problems. However, we still need to perform ad-hoc design of
MOGA in SPOT for outlying subspace search, including individual representation, objective
functions, fitness function, selection scheme and elitism.

Fig. 4. Optimal and non-optimal subspaces in MOGA

Individual representation. In SPOT, we adopt the straightforward yet effective binaryrep-
resentation scheme for subspaces; all individuals are represented by binary strings with fixed
and equal lengthϕ, whereϕ is the number of dimensions of the dataset. Each bit in the
individual will take on the value of ”0” and ”1”, respectively, indicating whether or not its
corresponding dimension is selected for a particular subspace.
Objective Functions. We need to define objective functions for subspaces w.r.t two types
of data. The first type of data isa single data point. This applies to each top training data



and each outlier exemplar. For a single data point, we havef(p, s) = f(c, s), meaning
that the objective function of subspaces w.r.t data pointp is the data sparsity (measured
by RD, IRSD, IkRD) of the cellc in s wherep belongs to. The second type of data isthe
whole training dataDt. The objective function ofs for Dt is defined as the percentage of
data points inDt with low PCS ins. Its calculation involves summing up the densities of
projected cells ins with lower PCS. Note that the objective functions for both types of data
are 3-dimensional function vectors.
Fitness function. The fitness of a subspaces in SPOT is defined based upon its Pareto-count
in the whole population. The Pareto-count ofs is the number of subspaces that are inferior to
s in the population,i.e., fitness(s) = |{si : s ≻ si}|. si is inferior tos, denoted ass ≻ si,
if none of the objective function values ofsi is better than or as good ass.
Selection scheme. Pareto-based selection schemeis used to select fitter solutions in each
step of evolution. It is a stochastic selection method wherethe selection probability of a
subspace is proportional to its fitness value,i.e., Pr(s) = fitness(s)

∑

P

i=1 fitness(si)
, whereP is the

population size.
Elitism . Elitism is the effort to address the problem of losing thosepotentially good solutions
during the optimization process because of the randomness of MOGA. If no special measures
are taken, MOGA cannot guarantee the individuals obtained in a newer generation always
outperform those in the older one. In SPOT, we use theelitismmethod that directly copies
the best or a few best subspaces in the population of one generation to the next one, in an
attempt to achieve a constantly improving population of subspaces.

3.4 Detection Stage of SPOT

The detection stage of SPOT performs outlier detection for arriving streaming data. As
streaming data arrive continuously, the data synopsis PCS of the projected cell where the
streaming data belongs to in each subspace of SST are first updated in order to capture new
information of the arriving data. Hash function is employedhere to quickly map a data into
the cell it is located in any subspace. Then, the data is labeled as a projected outlier on the
fly if RD, IRSD or IkRD of the cell it belongs to in one or more SSTsubspaces falls under
the pre-specified outlier-ness thresholds. These subspaces are the outlying subspaces of this
outlier. All the outliers, together with their outlying subspaces and PCS of the cell they be-
long to in these outlying subspaces, are output to the Outlier Repository. All or a specified
number of the top outliers in Outlier Repository are retunedto users in the end.
Updating PCS of a Projected Cell.The detection stage of SPOT involves the update of
PCS of projected cells as data in the stream are being processed. The naive approach for
updating PCS is to first update BCS of base cells when new data arrives and then project
base cells from full domain space into the appropriate subspace in order to update PCSs.
This approach, however, will be expensive because as high asδϕ−|s| aggregations may be
involved. Moreover, PCS of projected cells has to be updatedin this way each time when new
data arrives at this cell, thus frequent aggregation operations is required, which makes this
naive method rather costly. In this subsection, we will demonstrate the incremental property
of PCS, based on which PCS can be self-maintainable without using BCS.
• Update RD of PCS. Suppose that the latest snapshot of PCS ofc is created at timeT with
an effective stream lengthN , then we can update RD in PCS ofc incrementally when a new
data point arrives atc at the timeT ′ (T ≤ T ′) with an effective stream lengthN ′ as follows:

RD(c, s)T ′

=
[df(T ′ − T )RD(c,s)T ·N

δ|s|
+ 1] · δ|s|

N ′
(1)

whereRD(c,s)T ·N
δ|s| is the density ofc at timeT anddf(T ′ − T )RD(c,s)T ·N

δ|s| + 1 is thus the
new density ofc at timeT ′. After simplifying Eq. (1), we can get

RD(c, s)T ′

= df(T ′ − T )
N

N ′
RD(c, s)T +

δ|s|

N ′
(2)



From Eq. (2) we can see that, for incremental maintenance of RD, we need to only
additionally maintain, for each non-empty cell in the subspace, the effective stream length
N when PCS of this cell is updated last time.

• Update IRSD of PCS. Suppose the density of cellc is m and letIRSD(c, s)T be the IRSD
of cell c in subspaces at timeT , which can be computed as follows based on the definition
of IRSD(c, s)T :

IRSD(c, s)T =

√

|s|l

2σ(c)
=

√

|s|l

2

√

m− 1
∑m

i=1 Dist(pi, µc)2
(3)

wherepi is located inc. Based on Eq. (3), we can get

m
∑

i=1

Dist(pi, µc)
2 =

|s|l2(m− 1)

4(IRSD(c, s)T )2
(4)

The IRSD(c, s) after the(m + 1)th point is assigned intoc at timeT ′ (T ≤ T ′) is
computed as

IRSD(c, s)T ′

=

√

|s|l

2

√

df(T ′ − T )(m− 1) + 1

df(T ′ − T )
∑m

i=1 Dist(pi, µ′
c)2 + Dist(pm+1, µ′

c)2
(5)

whereµ′
c denotes thenewmean of points inc when the(m + 1)th point is inserted intoc.

• Update Representative Points in a Subspace. To ensure a quick computation of IkRD for
a new data in the stream, we need to obtain the current set of coverage cells efficiently. A
native way would be re-sorting all the populated cells and pick up a specific number of high-
density cells as the new coverage cells. This method is, however, expensive given the fact
that the sorting has been performed in each subspace for eachincoming data and the number
of populated cells in many subspaces may be large. To solve this problem, we devise the
following heuristics to minimize the number of re-sorting of projected cells:

1. If a new data falls into one of the coverage cells in a subspace, then there is no need to
update the current set of coverage cells in this subspace;

2. Both the total coverage and the minimum density of the current set of coverage cells in
each subspaces of SST are maintained, denoted byCov andDenmin, respectively. If a
new data falls into a non-coverage cellc′ in s, then there is no need to update the current
set of coverage cells ins either if we haveCov′ > q andden(c′) ≤ Den′

min, where
Cov′ andDen′

min correspond respectively to the decayedCov andDenmin after the
new data is processed, andq denotes the coverage ratio required for the coverage cells.
BothCov′ andDen′

min can be updated efficiently.

The reason that the current set of coverage cells does not need to update in the above
two cases is that, after arrival of the new data, the current coverage cells still satisfy the
coverage requirement and are still the cells with the highest densities in the subspace. These
two heuristics can contribute to a significant efficiency improvement as majority of the data
are expected to fall into coverage cells. For example, if thecoverage cells cover 95% of
the data in a subspace, then the possibility that the coverage cells need to be updated when
processing a new data is much lower than 5% in practice by using these two heuristics.
Deal with dynamics of data streams.An essential issue to the effectiveness of SPOT is to
cope with dynamics of data streams and respond to the possible concept drift. Besides using
decaying functions on data synopsis, additional efforts have been taken in SPOT to deal with
this issue, which are summarized as follows.

First, both BCSs of populated base cells and PCSs of populated projected cells in sub-
spaces of SST will be efficiently maintained as data flow in. This ensures SST to be able to
capture the latest data characteristics of the stream and response quickly to data changes;



Algorithm: SPOT Detection(SST,t, Ncan, top k)

Input: SST, self-evolution time periodt and number of new subspaces generatedNcan in self-
evolution of SST;
Output: Outlier Repository where outliers detected are stored.
1. SSTCandidate← ∅;
2. WHILE NOT (end of stream) DO{
3. IF a new datap in the stream arrives THEN{
4. Update BCS(p);
5. Update PCS(p, SST, SSTCandidate);
6. IF (Outlier Detection(p, SST)=True) THEN
7. Insert(Outlier Repository, p);}
8. IF ((Curenttime–Starttime) modt=0) THEN{
9. SST← SST Evolution(SST, SSTCandidate);
10. SSTCandidate← Generate SST Candidate(SST,Ncan);
11. For each new outlierso added to OutlierRepository DO{
12. MOGA (o);
13. SST← SST∪ top sparse subspaces ofo; } } }
14. Return(top k outliers(Outlier Repository,top k));

Fig. 5. Detection algorithm of SPOT

Second, any outlier, whenever it is detected, will not be discarded but rather be stored in
Outlier Repository. Their top sparse subspaces produced byMOGA will be added intoSS
of SST to detect outliers from streaming data arriving later. As a consequence, the detecting
ability of SST will be enhanced constantly as an increasing number of outliers are detected
along the detection process;

Finally, SST is equipped with an unique feature ofonline self-evolution. As the detection
stage proceeds, a number of new subspaces are periodically generated online by crossover-
ing and mutating the top subspaces in the current SST. These newly generated subspaces
represent the evolution of SST. Once the new subspaces join SST, the whole SST, including
the new subspaces, will be re-ranked and the new top sparse subspaces will be chosen to
create a new SST. As a trigger of the self-evolution, a concept drift monitoring mechanism
is also incorporated to detect the sudden change of data in the streams. The data distribution
can be measured at any time using PCSs of cells in the hypercube and a significantly differ-
ent PCS (i.e., higher than some pre-defined threshold) is indicative of a noticeable change of
data distribution, representing a possible concept drift.When this happens, the self-evolution
will be activated to re-shuffle the SST.

Detection algorithm.The detection algorithm of SPOT is presented in Figure 5. Thedetec-
tion algorithm is executed as long as the end of stream has notbeen reached. The set called
SSTCandidateis used to store the new subspaces generated periodically from SST to repre-
sent its self-evolution. Upon arrival of a new data, three substeps are performed (Step 3-7),
that are, 1) BCS of the base cell in the hypercube to which the point belong are updated; 2)
PCS of the projected cell in each SST subspace and candidate SST subspace to which the
point belongs are updated and 3) this point is checked in eachof subspaces in SST to decide
whether or not it is a projected outlier. If this point is found to be a projected outlier, it will
be added to OutlierRepository where all the detected projected outliers are tobe stored.
Every time when a time period oft is elapsed, the self-evolution is SST is carried out. It
creates a new SST by using the current SST and SSTCandidate (Step 9). Then, it generates
new subspaces for self-evolution in the next cycle. In Step 10, a number of new candidate
SST subspaces are generated. For those newly detected outliers in the latest cycle, MOGA
is applied in Step 11 and 12 to find their respective top sparsesubspaces in order to update
SST. Finally, thetop k projected outliers detected in the detection stage are returned (Step
14).



4 Experimental Results

We use both synthetic and real-life datasets for performance evaluation. All the experimental
evaluations are carried out on a Pentium 4 PC with 512MB RAM.
Synthetic data sets.The synthetic data sets are generated by two high-dimensional data gen-
erators. The first generator SD1 is able to produce data sets that generally exhibit remarkably
different data characteristics in different subspaces. The number, location, size and distribu-
tion of the data in different subspaces are generated randomly. This generator has been used
to generate high dimensional data sets for outlying subspace detection [21][19][20]. The sec-
ond synthetic data generator SD2 is specially designed for comparative study of SPOT and
the existing methods. Two data ranges are defined asR1 = (a, b) andR2 = (c, d), where
b + l < c, l is the length of a partitioning interval in each dimension. This ensures that the
data points inR1 andR2 will not fall into the same interval for each dimension. In SD2, we
first generate a large set of normal data pointsD, each of which will fall intoR1 in ϕ − 1
dimensions and intoR2 in only one dimension. We then generate a small set of projected
outliersO. Each projected outlier will be placed intoR2 for all theϕ dimensions. Given the
large size ofD relative toO, no projected outliers will exist inD. An important characteristic
of SD2 is that the projected outliers appear perfectly normal in all 1-dimensional subspaces.
To tailor them to fit data stream applications, time dimension are added into SD1 and SD2.
The outliers generated in SD2 are assumed to arrive at|O| randomly distributed time points
ti ∈ {t1, · · · , t|O|} of the whole data stream.

Real data sets.We also use 4 real-life multi- and high-dimensional datasets in our exper-
iments. The first two data sets come from the UCI machine learning repository. They are
calledLetter Image(RD1, 17-dimensions) andMusk (RD2, 168-dimensions), respectively.
RD1 and RD2 does not have timestamps. However, the decayed weight functions for the data
in these data sets can be computed based on their sequential index, instead of the timestamps,
in the data sets. The third real-life data set is theKDD-CUP’99 Network Intrusion Detection
stream data set(RD3, 42 dimensions). RD3 has been used to evaluate the clustering qual-
ity for several stream clustering algorithms [4][5]. The fourth real-life data set is the MIT
wireless LAN (WLAN) data stream (RD4, 15 dimensions), whichcan be downloaded from
http://nms.lcs.mit.edu/ mbalazin/wireless/.

4.1 Scalability Study

The scalability study investigates the scalability of SPOT(both learning and detection pro-
cesses) w.r.t lengthN and dimensionalityϕ of data streams. The learning process we study
here refers only to the unsupervised learning that generatesUS of SST. Due to its generality,
SD1 with differentN andϕ is used in all scalability experiments.

Scalability of learning process w.r.tN . Figure 6 shows the scalability of unsupervised
learning process w.r.t number of training dataN . The major tasks involved in the unsuper-
vised learning process are multi-run clustering of training data, selection of top training data
that have highest outlying degree and application of MOGA oneach of them to generateUS
of SST. The lead clustering method we use requires only a single scan of the training data,
and the number of top training data we choose is usually linearly depended onN . Therefore,
the overall complexity of unsupervised learning process scales linearly w.r.tN .

Scalability of learning process w.r.tϕ. Since the construction ofFS in SST does not need
any leaning process, thus the dimension of training dataϕ will only affect the complexity
of learning process in a linear manner,provided that a fixed search workload is specified for
MOGA. As confirmed in Figure 7, we witness an approximately lineargrowth of execution
time of learning process whenϕ is increased from 20 to 100 under a fixed search workload
in MOGA.

Scalability of detection process w.r.tN . In Figure 8, we present the scalability result of
detection process w.r.t stream lengthN . In this experiment, the stream length is set much
larger than the number of training data in order to study the performance of SPOT in coping
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Fig. 6. Scalability of learning
process w.r.t data number
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Fig. 7. Scalability of learning
process w.r.t data dimension
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Fig. 8. Scalability of detection
process w.r.t data number
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Fig. 11.Evolution of SST

with large data streams. Figure 8 shows a promising linear behavior of detection process
when handing an increasing amount of streaming data. This isbecause that the detection
process needs only one scan of the arriving streaming data. In addition, since BCS and PCS
are both incrementally maintainable, detection process ofSPOT thus becomes very efficient.
This leads to a high throughput of SPOT and enables it to deal with fast data streams.
Scalability of detection process w.r.tϕ. ϕ affects the size ofFS that is used in detection
process. WhenMaxDimension is fixed, the size ofFS is in an exponential order ofϕ,
which is usually much larger than that ofUS and OS. This causesFS to dominate the
whole SST. As such, the execution time of detection process is expected to grow exponen-
tially w.r.t ϕ. We typically set lowerMaxDimension values for data streams with higher
dimensionality to prevent an explosion ofFS. We first useMaxDimension = 3 for data
streams of different dimensions and we can see an exponential behavior of the detection
process. Then, we use variable values forMaxDimension to adjust the size ofFS. We set
MaxDimension = 4 for data sets with dimension of 20 and 40, setMaxDimension = 3
for data sets with dimension of 60 and finally setMaxDimension = 2 for data sets with di-
mension of 80 and 100. If this strategy is used, we will witness an irregularly-shaped, rather
than an exponential, curve of the detection process. The results are presented in Figure 9.

4.2 Effectiveness Study

Convergence study of MOGA.We first study the convergence of MOGA in terms of opti-
mizing RD, IRSD and IkRD. Convergence of MOGA is crucial to outlying subspaces search
in SPOT. We investigate the average of RD, IRSD and IkRD of thetop 10 subspaces in
the population of each generation of MOGA. This experiment is conducted on SD1, RD1,
RD2, RD3 and RD4. Only the results of RD3 (KDD-CUP’99 data stream) are presented (see
Figure 10). Similar results are obtained for other datasets. Generally speaking, the criteria
are being improved (minimized) as more generations are performed in MOGA. This indi-
cates a good convergence behavior of MOGA in searching outlying subspaces. However,



there are some abrupt increase of optimizing criteria values in the search process. The un-
derlying reason is that, when elitism is not used, there is a higher chance of occurrence of
degrading generationsin the evolution. This is due to the randomized nature of MOGAthat
likely renders good solutions in one generation to be lost inthe next one by crossover or
mutation operations. When elitism is employed, we can achieve a better optimization of RD,
IRSD and IkRD. Because the best solutions are copied into thenext generation, we do not
see any vibrations of optimizing criteria values in MOGA andthe optimizing criteria can be
constantly improved as evolution proceeds.

Detection performance of SST.The three sub-groups of SST work collectively to detect
outliers from data streams. Their respective contributionin outlier detection is not identical
though. This experiment aims to study the percentage of outliers that can be detected by
using each of the sub-groups of SST alone. The experimental results indicate that by using
FS alone, which covers the full low-dimensional space lattice, we can detect as many as
80-90% of the total outliers that exist, whileUS andSS can further help the system detect
another 10-20% of the outliers.

Evolution of SST.One of the important features of SPOT is its capability of self-evolution.
This is a very useful feature of SPOT to cope with the fast-changing data streams. In this
experiment, we investigate the evolution of SST as an informative indicator of concept drift
of data streams. The setup is as follows. We keep the initial version of SST (i.e., the SST ob-
tained after 1000 data points are processed) and record the versions of SST when every 1000
data (up to 10,000) are processed afterwards. Self-evolution is activated at every 1000-data
interval. We compare different SST versions with the initial one and calculate the percentage
of identical subspaces. SD1, RD1, RD2, RD3 and RD4 are used for this experiment. The
results are shown in Figure 11. We find that an increasing number of subspaces in the initial
SST have disappeared in the later SST versions as more data points are processed. We use
the same seeds in MOGA, ruling out the randomness in individual generation for different
self-evolution sessions. Therefore, the change of SST is due to the varying characteristics of
the data stream and outliers we detect in different stages.

Comparative study. Since there is little research conducted in projected outlier detection
for high-dimensional data streams, we cannot find the techniques tackling exactly the same
problem as SPOT does for comparison. However, there are somerelated existing approaches
for detecting outlier detection from data streams that we can compare SPOT with. They can
be broadly categorized as methods usinghistogram, Kernel density function, distance-based
functionandclustering analysis, respectively.

Histogram and Kernel density function are the most commonlyused statistical tech-
niques in outlier detection. Histogram technique creates bins for each dimension of the data
stream. The density of each bin of the histogram are recorded. The sparsity of a bin in the
histogram can be quantified by computing the ratio of the density of this bin against the av-
erage density of all the bins in the histogram for this dimension. A data point is considered
as outlying in a dimension if it falls into an excessively sparse bin. Kernel density function
models local data distribution in a single or multiple dimensions of space. A point is detected
as an outlier if the number of values that have fallen into itsneighborhood is less than an
application-specific threshold. The number of values in theneighborhood can be computed
by the kernel density function. Distance-based function draws on some distance metrics to
measure the local density of data in order to find outliers. A major recent distance-based
method for data stream is calledIncremental LOF[16]. Clustering analysis can also be used
to detect outliers from those data that are located far apartfrom data clusters.HPStream[5]
is the representative method for finding subspace clusters in high-dimensional data streams.

Amongst the 4 competitive methods, histogram method mainlydeals with single attribute
and HPStream has mechanism to explore subspaces for optimizing clusters. However, the
Kernel density function method and Incremental LOF can handle multiple attributes but
lacks the ability to explore subspaces. Their detection performance is thus heavily depen-
dent on the selection of subspaces for outlier detection. Inthis experiment, we study three
different ways for deciding subspaces where these two method will be applied, namely ran-
domly selecting a single subspace, randomly selecting multiple subspaces and using SST



Fig. 12.Comparative study results

obtained by SPOT. We use SD2, RD3 and RD4 to carry out the comparative experiments.
As RD4 is an unlabeled data stream, an offline detection is thus performed to established the
ground truth results prior to the comparative study.

The performance of all the methods are measured bydetection rate (DR)andfalse posi-
tive rate (FPR). The results are summarized in Figure 12. To facilitate result analysis, two se-
lection rules are devised based on DR and FPR. They areR1 : DR > 90% andFPR < 5%,
R2 : DR > 85% andFPR < 10%. Obviously,R1 is more desirable thanR2 in terms of
detection performance. We highlight the cells in the table that satisfyR1 using red colour
and those that satisfyR2 using purple colour, respectively. After colouring, it becomes much
easier for us to see, from a macro scale, that SPOT and Incremental LOF (SST) achieve the
best performance overall for the three data sets, followed by Kernel density function (SST),
Kernel density function (random multi subspaces) and Incremental LOF (random multi sub-
spaces). Histogram, Kernel density function (random single subspace), Incremental LOF
(random single subspace) and HPStream bottom the list, which does not contain any colored
(DR, FPR) pairs. Compared with other competitive methods, SPOT is advantageous that it
is equipped with subspace exploration capability, which contributes to a good detection rate.
Moreover, using multiple criteria enables SPOT to deliver much more accurate detection
which helps SPOT to reduce its false positive rate.

5 Related Work

There have been abundant research in outlier detection in the past decade. Most of the con-
ventional outlier detection techniques are only applicable to relatively low dimensional static
data [8][11][12][14][18][15]. Because they use the full set of attributes for outlier detection,
thus they are not able to detect projected outliers. They cannot handle data streams either.
Recently, there are some emerging work in dealing with outlier detection either in high-
dimensional static data or data streams. However, there have not been any reported concrete
research work so far for exploring the intersection of thesetwo active research directions. For
those methods in projected outlier detection in high-dimensional space [3][23][21][19][20],
they can detect projected outliers that are embedded in subspaces. However, their measure-
ments used for evaluating points’ outlier-ness are not incrementally updatable and many of
the methods involve multiple scans of data, making them incapable of handling data streams.
For instance, [3][23] use the Sparsity Coefficient to measure data sparsity. Sparsity Coeffi-
cient is based on an equi-depth data partition that has to be updated frequently in data stream.
This will be expensive and such updates will require multiple scan of data. [21][19][20] use
data sparsity metrics that are based on distance involving the concept ofkNN. This is not
suitable for data streams either as one scan of data is not sufficient for retainingkNN infor-
mation of data points. One the other hand, the techniques fortackling outlier detection in
data streams [13][2][17] rely on full data space to detect outliers and thus projected outliers
cannot be discovered by these techniques.



6 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose SPOT, a novel technique to deal withthe problem of projected out-
lier detection in high-dimensional data streams. SPOT is equipped with incrementally updat-
able data synapses (BCS and PCS) and is able to deal with fast high-dimensional streams.
It is flexible in allowing for both supervised and unsupervised learning in generating the
detecting template SST. It is also capable of handling dynamics of date streams. The experi-
mental results demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of SPOT in detecting outliers in
high-dimensional data streams.
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